Introduction.
Let G be the adjoint group of a semi-simple Lie algebra £, and let Gc be the adjoint group of g Q , the complexification of g. If g = k © p is Cartan decomposition of #, then a = k^ 0 p is the corresponding vector space decomposition of g . K is the connected subgroup of G with Lie algebra k_.
-o K c is the connected subgroup of Gc with Lie algebra UQ. if is a maximal compact subgroup of G. T is a maximal torus in K with Lie algebra t. g* = Hom R (g,R) . Define k* and t* similarly. Δ + = Δ+ is a positive system of roots for the pair {k_c >tc) K i s *be corresponding set of dominant integral weights (i.e. the set of equivalence classes of finite dimensional irreducible K modules) and p =half the sum of the roots in Δ + . Using the Killing form, identify g and g* and define the projection map J : g* -> k*.
Let Ω C g* be a nilpotent co-adjoint G orbit. Ω is a simplectic manifold with canonical Liouville measure βςi which is G invariant. The distribution ), the pushforward of βςi to λf, is well defined by formula: J*(βn) v denotes the centralizer of υ in L. B denotes the killing form of g. We fix a maximal torus t C fc, the corresponding connected subgroup in K will be denoted by Γ. In general, if V is a real vector space we write V* = Hom^(V,i?). But, we write Vζ = Homc(Vc, C), the complex dual of the complexification of V.
We identify g* with g by means of B. We will make use of the projection map J : g* -> k*. J is K equivariant. Since B is negative definite on k and allows us to identify k_ and fc*, we define a positive definite bilinear form (,) on k* by setting (7,^) = -B(7,i>),V7,t> G k*.
Let Δ c = Δ^, t c ) denote the roots of the pair (fcc,£ c ), Δ+ = Δ+(fc c ,£ c ) will denote a choice of a set of positive roots, and |Δ+| = the cardinality of Δj~. When there is no possibility of confusion, we will drop the subscript on Δ+. For each a in Δ c ,Λ α is the corresponding element of it under the identification of t and ί* provided by the restriction of B to k. Ό a is the differential operator defined on t* by the formula: Ό a (g)(x) = ^t(ΰ( x ~ĩ αt))|t= 0 . Ίϊvet*-(0), and / G C c (f), then H,, = / 0°° f(sv) ds. H u is the Heaviside distribution corresponding to v.
Measures and integral formulae.
We choose Lebesgue measures dX on k_ and dH on t. We will use the same notation for the corresponding Lebesgue measures on λf and £*. Whenever a Lebesgue measure is defined on a Lie subalgebra c of g we will choose the left invariant Haar measure on the corresponding group C so that the Lebesgue measure and the Haar measure correspond under the exponential map. We denote by v(T) the integral J τ 1 dt where dt is the Haar measure on T chosen according to the aforementioned convention.
If ξ G #*, and Ω = Gξ is the corresponding co-adjoint orbit, we recall the definition of the canonical Liouville measure ^ on Ω. 2ξ(Ω), the tangent space to Ω at £, may be identified with gjφ. gjφ in turn may be identified with its image g ξ = ad(g)(ξ) in g* under the injection u -> u £, where u G g represents the coset u G g/g^ and u £ = -ξ o ad(u) is the co-adjoint representation.
Now define the bilinear form bξ on g -ξ by the formula: b^(u ξ, υ ξ) = ξ ([u,ΐ;] ). Then 6ξ is well-defined, skew-symmetric and non-degenerate. dim R g £ = dim Λ (£/£ ξ ) = 2k. 6|, the wedge product of bξ with itself k times, is a non zero 2k form. Since g ξ = Tξ(Ω), 6^ : ξ ->> 6| defines a volume form on Ω which is G-invariant. We normalize the corresponding G-invariant measure by multiplication with ((2π) k k\)~~ι to get the canonical where we recall that k = |(dim#Ω). Let k = ί+r where r is the orthogonal complement oft in k. Let W denote the Weyl group of the pair (k,t). The dimension of r = ^(fc^,^)! and so is even. If η £ **, let ^ be the two form on r defined by j η (X, Y) 
= η([X, Y]).
If η is regular with respect to fc, then the form j η is non-degenerate. Choose a nonvanishing form μ of degree \A(k_ c ,t c )\ on r such that dX = \μ\ cLff. Define a polynomial function π on t* by the formula:
(|Δ + | factors )
π is a VF skew-invariant polynomial function on t* depending on μ and is proportional to π^ = ΠαGΔ + ^<* From now on assume that μ is chosen so that π(η) is a positive multiple of π+(iη) for η E t* and denote the corresponding π by π + . Normalize the if invariant measure d K / T so that if / G C C (K -ί* eg ), we have / f(X)dX= ί I \^(H)\ 2 f(Ad(k)H)d κ/τ (k)dH.
We define a map ^4 + from C c (k*) to C c (t*) by the prescription: We say that a K invariant measure υ on k* corresponds to a W skew measure T on t* provided the following equation holds for all φ G C^°(k*): 
Homogeneous distributions, group actions and differential operators.
Let / G C™(R n ) and m E C c oo (i? n ) / , the space of distributions. Then if t > 0, define the functions f t as follows: f t (x) = t~nf(t~~ιx)(ίoτ all x E i? n ). We define /, the Fourier transform of / by f(η) = / βn /(x)e~^7 )X^ dm(x). Here ( , •) = the scalar product on R n and dm is Lebesgue measure on R n . Under appropriate hypotheses on /, the Fourier inversion theorem holds. That is, f(x) = (2π)" n / Λn /(7)e ί(a; ' 7) dm( 7 ). It is easy to show that (f t ) = r n (/) t -i or equivalently (/)t-i = t n / t . S = S(R n ) is the Schwartz space of R n . If m is tempered, we define m, the Fourier transform of m, by m(/) = m(/) for all f € S.
A distribution M on R n is said to be homogeneous of degree s if M(/^) = t°M(f). Proof. This depends on the fact that M(/ f ) = t*M(f) for / G S. D Example 3.1.3(a). δ = δ Q , the Dirac delta function at 0, is homogeneous of degree -n. Its Fourier transform, a constant multiple of Lebesgue measure, is homogeneous of degree 0 = -n -(-n).
Example 3.1.3(b). The Heaviside distribution H^, corresponding to a nonzero vector υ € i? n , (see Section 2.1) is homogeneous of degree -n + 1. Proposition 3.1.5. Let T and S be homogeneous distributions on R n of degree k and ί respectively. //T * S (the convolution ofT and S) is defined then T * S is homogeneous of degree k + l + n.
Proof. It suffices to show that T*S satisfies the Euler equation (k+ί+n)Φ = Xj--. This is done by computing y^Xj-~ς using (1) the fact that j dx J JΞΪ dxj for each j, where 1 < j < n, we have the equality: and (2) the homogeneity of T and S. Formula (3.1.6) follows by taking the Fourier transform of both sides. D Corollary 3.1.7. Let T t , i = 1,2,... , r, fte homogeneous distributions on R
Let us now consider the action of GL(n, R) (respectively O(n)) on functions and constant coefficient differential operators (respectively distributions) on R n . Suppose / is a smooth function, D is a constant coefficient differential operator, and T is a C°° distribution on R n . Let α, b (Ξ GL(n, R) and <?, s £ O(n). Then we define actions of GL(n, R) on functions and constant coefficient differential operators as follows: 
Now assume that D is homogeneous of degree
We also need a result on the action of differential operators on families of distributions depending on a parameter λ G R n . 
The following lemma will be used in Section 6. Proof. If 77i = 1, the lemma asserts that This is a consequence of the usual Euler Maclaurin expansion. (See Theorem 6 and formulas (6.18)-(6.21) in [W] .) For m > 1, the lemma follows from the multi-dimensional analog of the Euler Maclaurin expansion. (See formula (1.6) in [Lyl] and formula (1.4) in [Ly2] .)
Convolutions such as Ή. Vl *H υ2 * *H Vm in (3.1.9) will appear frequently in formulas in sections 6 and 7. Here is an alternate description of this convolution in these cases. D Proposition 3.1.10 (Theorem B4 in [GP] 4. The pushforward to k* of the measure defined on a nilpotent orbit in £*.
Let E G £* be nilpotent and let Ω = Ω(E) denote the orbit G E. Let β Ω denote the canonical Liouville measure on Ω. Then βςi is tempered. This is true for any G orbit in £*. (See [Rao] .) Moreover, βςi is a Radon measure on g*. Since Ω is nilpotent, βn is homogeneous of degree (1/2) diniR Ω -dim Λ g.
(This fact about homogeneity follows from equation (5) in Theorem 1 in [Rao] .) If / e C c (g*), let/ Ω (/) = /(/) be the integral f Q f(g E) dβ Ω . Recall the projection map J : £* -> k*. We define the distribution J*(/?Ω), the pushforward of βςi to fc*, as follows. 
is constant on Ω. Now suppose that supp/ C {W G k* : ||W||i < C] where C is some positive constant, and suppose that g E G supp /. Then J(g E) is in supp / which implies that (||(0 E) k \\ λ ) 2 < C, and hence we have
Note that J*(βn) is K invariant in the following sense. If / G C c (fc*), and 
.4. Now note that if c(£?) G p^ denotes an element of the Cayley transform of Ω, then we have that diτa R Ω,(E) = 2 dime ifc * c(E).
5. Asymptotic multiplicity distributions.
Definitions and basic properties.
Let TZ be a semi-simple K module with finite K multiplicities. K denotes the set of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of K. Let Δ + (£ c ,£ c ) = Δ^" be a fixed choice of positive roots, and p = half the sum of the roots in ΔJ. If π G if, let μ(π) denote the corresponding dominant integral weight relative to Δ+, Θ μ ( π ) denote the character of π and and d(μ(π) ) is the dimension of π. r will denote the rank of K. Definition 5.1.1. We define m-^, the multiplicity distribution (or formal K measure) on k* associated to Έ, as follows. If / G C^°(fc*), then
Here β μ^ is the canonical Liouville measure defined on the orbit O(μ(π)). We will usually identify K with the set of dominant integral weights and For the proof of the following lemma, recall the definitions of the Fourier transform on Af and t* in (2.2.6).
Lemma 5.1.4 (Compare Theorem 3.8 in [Ch] ). If f e C™(t*), and X is a regular element in ΐlom R (it,R), then:
Proof. This is based on results of Harish Chandra in [HC] . We begin with the following analog of Theorem 2 in [HC] which holds for all Z, Z f in t^:
Let Z = -t~x\ and multiply both sides of (5.1.6) by f(Z') where Z 1 belongs to t*. If we then integrate in variable Z' we obtain:
Thus we have
where K is independent of g. If we multiply both sides of (5.1.7) by t^^ and factor π(-λ) as il Δ ί'π(iλ), we get
Therefore, '' ) are tempered distributions. (See Part I, Section 3 of [SW] or Part II, Section 28 of [Do] .) Thus In the remainder of this section Έ, will usually be a finitely generated S(p ) module with a compatible Kc action such that:
there is an ideal / C S(p c )
Kc with finite codimension which annihilates 7£), and 5.1.9(b). TZ is Kc finite, and completely reducible as a Kc module. 
It is clear that for each A;, --~c has finite K c multiplicities, since
5(E)
J .
-is the ring of regular functions on a finite union of closures of S(P C ) • J k Kc orbits in p* [KR] . Suppose, O = K c z is one of these orbits, and R [O] (respectively i2[ (9]) is the ring of regular functions on O (respectively 0, the Zariski closure of Ό). Then for all μ G K,
of μ E ΛΓ in --~c N is also bounded by a constant times dίμ). Finally
Ann (7£) (5.1.9(b)) implies that 1Z is finitely generated over --~^_ . Thus we can Ann(7c) find W, a finite dimensional iί submodule of 7?,, such that the K module map --~c ® IV -* 7?,, defined by / 0 ^ -^ /t^, is surjective. This implies A.nn(yvJ the desired bound on m n (μ). D
We can investigate the asymptotics of m ^(μ) by studying the behavior of the following functions of the positive variable t, as t -> oo:
Here || || denotes the norm on it* coming from the Killing form, Ω^ is the Casimir operator for fc, and Ω^(μ) is the value of the Casimir on V μ . L(μ) denotes the sum of the coefficients of the fundamental weights in the representation of μ as a sum of fundamental weights.
is closely related to the Borho-Kraft multiplicity function [BK] , defined as follows when TZ is also a ring:
For convenience when TZ is a ring write:
The function F{TZ} is a quasi-polynomial (in the sense of Definition 2.2 in [Bo] ) and so are the functions N n ,N^,N%, F B {TZ}, and F C {TZ). (Note that the degree of the leading term of F{TZ}(t) is equal to the Krull dimension of the ring ΊZ-*, where n k is the complex subalgebra of kg spanned by the root spaces for Δ+ ( [Bo] ).)
We show below that N% and N n each grow like a positive constant multiple of t d where d = Kdim7£, the Krull dimension of TZ as an S{p c ) module. We then use this fact to define a K invariant distribution on fc* which measures the asymptotic behavior of mηz{μ).
Proposition 5.1.13. Let TZ be a finitely generated S{p c ) module with a compatible Kc action satisfying 5.1.9(a) and 5.1.9
(b). For each t > 0, let TZ(t) denote the subspace of TZ spanned by eigenvectors of Ω^ with eigenvalue < t 2 so that N%{t) -dimc7£(t). Let d -Kdim7£ {the Krull dimension of TZ as an S(p ) module). Then there are constants A and B {depending only on g) and c{TZ) {depending on TZ) such that for t sufficiently large:
Proof. Modify the arguments of Proposition 5.4 and 5.5 in [Vo2] for TZ rather than a Harish Chandra module. D 
Proof. It is clear that N n and N^ have similar asymptotic behavior, so the result follows from Proposition 5. 
where C depends on /. By (5.1.15), Nηι(tL) is bounded above by a constant
fdim^| (m π )(/ ί )| exists, and so the limit in (5.1.18) exists when p -d -ά\m n k.
We next show that if p = d -dim π fc, the limit in (5.1.18) is non zero for some / E C c°°( fc*).
Choose a function φ E C%°(k*) with the following properties: φ > 0, φ > 1 on {# E fc*| ||x|| < 1}, and φ is if invariant. Note that φ t (x) > tdim^ if \\x\\ < t t) = Σ m n (μ)β μ (φ t ) = because of the K invariance of φ.
It follows that,
Since by (5.1.15), N n (t) is bounded below by a positive constant times t d , we must have
t-¥OO
On the other hand if p > d -dimfc, then for all / G C£°(fc*), we have: . This allows us to prove that C n > = (dime F)C n , from which we obtain the desired result for M^/. We omit the details. Now suppose that V and S are {S(p ),Kc) submodules of TZ. Then it is easy to establish the following facts concerning Nfi^N-p, and N$ which are analogues of facts proven in [Bo] concerning F{TZ}, F{V}, andF{S}. We also have the analogue of Lemma 2.6 in [Bo] . 
Σ ms(v)d{v)=N s (t + \\ω\\).

We have established that N n (t) < N s (t + \\ω\\
The last sum above must go to zero as t -» oo, because 
KR]). It is then clear that R[O]
is a finitely generated S(p c ) module which satisfies the conditions (5.1.9(a)) and (5.1.9(b)). If O is not regular, then O is contained in the closure of a regular K c orbit in p^ (by Theorem 9 of [KR] and the discussion which precedes it). And again we can conclude that R[O] is a finitely generated S(p ) module which satisfies the conditions (5.1.9(a)) and (5.1.9(b)). Definition 5.2.1. If O is any K c orbit inp^, define m^(μ) = m^fμ) for all μ E K. Then m^, the multiplicity distribution of 0, is the distribution on k* defined from the multiplicity function TΠ-Q = Σ e^τ^' o(μ) 
{t) = N R[ o](t) and N^(t) = N R[^( t). Certainly, i% < N o which implies that N o is bounded below by a positive multiple of t d . On the other hand, if m^o(μ) is the number of copies of V μ inside R[O] whose highest weight υ μ does not belong to R[O], and N^o is the sum of all products
m^o{μ)d(μ) for ||μ + p\\ < ί, then N o =-N-δ + N^o. L et {/i/
Proof. Apply the Proposition 5.2.8 and note the R[O] = #[#"] since R[O] is the integral closure of R\O] in R(Ό) (see Lemma 3.7 in [BK]). D
The following proposition will be useful later. b 2'-' an(^ -ma y ^e re g ar ded as subalgebras of # , so that g is a parabolic subalgebra with Levi decomposition q = I® u-Let ζ),L, and E/ be the connected subgroups of Gc with Lie algebras g,/, and u respectively. It is well known that the morphism π : GCXQV -> Gc e, defined by π([^,υ)] = ^ υ is a desingularization of Gc e. By similar arguments, if V = Σj> 2 P^(^;i) = V* ^£c' *^e n *^e ( restr i ct i°n) mapping π : KQ x Qnκ c V "~* Kc e is a desingularization (resolution of singularities) of Kc -e in the sense of [Slo] .
(Since ad(e) : q* -» V is surjective, ad(e) : g* Πk^, -)• V (Ίp^ is surjective. This enables us to conclude that the orbit Q Π K c e is dense in V\ The remainder of the argument is essentially the same as the one establishing that π : Gc X Q V -> G c e is a desingularization of Gc e and may be found at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [Me] . See Section 2 of [Sek2] for a discussion of the case when e is a principal nilpotent.)
Set X = X(e) = K c XQΠKC ^ We also consider X as a vector bundle over K C /QC\K C with projection map r : X -> K C /QΓ\K C . O x will denote the structure sheaf of X.
Throughout this section we will work with the fundamental Cartan subalgebra h = g-of g. Let h -t + a/ be the Cartan decomposition of h. Let Δ = A(g , he) and let Δ C i,Δ nci ,Δ im , and A cp ι x denote the subsets of Δ comprising respectively the compact imaginary, non-compact imaginary, imaginary and complex roots. Then Or, 
0.
(See Section 3.5 of [AJ] .) We can obtain a resolution K c XQΠK C Rty] by replacing each term W of (5.3.9) by K c XQΠK C W. Using this resolution of Kc XQΠKC R [V] an d the additivity of the Euler-Poincare characteristic we conclude that: Proof. The moment map π : G x 5 i-> G w is proper and of degree I [BB] . Therefore π is finite (Exercise II.4.6 in [Ha] ). Since π is finite, R[X] is finitely generated as a module over π*R[G w\. Recall that n k is the nilradical of kjQ which in this case is the same as g^. By Corollary 10 of [Gros] , R[X}->* is finitely generated over {π*R[G w])-fc . It follows that for some positive integer s we can find highest weight vectors /ι l5 ... , h s G i?[X]-*> such that:
We may assume without loss of generality that each hi belongs to a single weight space. Set λ^ = the weight of h { . Since π has degree Z,R{X) is a ί dimensional vector space over {R{G w)). So we can find highest weight vectors g λ ,... ,g £ G i?[X]-* constituting a basis for R{X) over π*{R{G -w)), i.e., such that:
Set ξi = weight of g { . Now consider each hi appearing on the right hand side of (5.3.15). By (5.3.16) we can find functions / u ,... ,f ifi in π*(i?(G w)) such that hi = fi^gi H Vfi,tgt-But since the g/s are a basis for R{X) over π*R{G-w), and /^ and all the ^ are n^. invariants, the functions /»,!,... , /i,£ must all belongs to (π*i?(G ^))-fc So by a lemma in [Ro] , each of these functions is a quotient of functions in {π*R[G w])-*. Therefore by taking the product of the denominators of all the f it j (for 1 < i < s and 1 < j < £), we can find a function b G (π*i?[G ?x;])-fc (belonging to a single weight space) such that for all i, bh { belongs to the sum: 
Richardson orbits in complex semi-simple Lie algebras.
In this section, we will assume that £ is a complex semi-simple Lie algebra. But we identify g with g* = TrLomn (g,R) . k is now a compact real form of g. As usual t is a maximal torus of k_. Let j be the centralizer of t in g and let J be the Cartan subgroup of G corresponding to j. Kc can be identified with G, and p* can be identified with g. Thus if Ω is a nilpotent G orbit in -o -C ), the Cayley transform of Ω will be identified with Ω. Let us adopt the notation of Proposition 5.3.14 so that Ω = G e is the Richardson nilpotent orbit for the parabolic subalgebra 5 = m φ w. (Recall that 5, M and W are the connected subgroups of G corresponding to s, m and w). We will also assume that j_Qrn. The main goal of this section is to show that: 
Here are the details of the computation of (A+) ι (J*(βn) ). Note that the "equations" appearing below will usually only be true up to multiplication by non-zero constants which depend on such things as the normalization of measures. Throughout the computation we will use results from section 3 on the actions of groups and differential operators on homogeneous distributions.
Let Y Ά A+ (Φ)) τhis estab " lishes the first half of Theorem 6.1.2.
We will now compute (A+YCMQ) = (^4 + ) ί (M Ω ) and show that it is a constant multiple of T £ . Set p = -r + |Δ(^,ί c )|-|Δ+J. Choose / G C c°°( f). By definition, (6.1.12) (A + It follows from Props. 5.3.14 that if X = Gx^tϋ, then M^ is a scalar multiple of Mjy. So by Prop. 5.3.18 and Remark 5.3.19, we can replace m^(μ) in (6.1.12) by some multiple, say K (which depends on Ω) of m x (μ) = dime V^M. There is an explicit expression for dim^ V^M which is due to Heckman and Kostant:
where p is the Kostant partition function defined relative to Δ(i(;, t c (This is based on the similarity between the sums appearing in (5.3.12) and (6.1.13).) The fact that (A + ) ί (J !te (/3 Ω )) is a constant multiple of the sum T q (defined in (7.1.3)) follows from two basic results. The first is that β& = lim ί _ )Ό + AΦ This is an unpublished result of Rao (see [Ba] ) which is a consequence of the fact that the even nilpotent orbit Ω is a deformation of the elliptic orbit Φ. The second fact is a formula of Duflo and Vergne [DV] for the Fourier transform of J*(/?ψ). These two results allow us to compute the Fourier transform of J*(/3Ω) 5 and hence J*(βn).
Here are the details of the computation of (A + )*(J*(/? Ω )). Suppose that Φ e C~(fc*) and / G C°°{k) is such that φ = f. We have: /" (_i)n e Khas the same value for all σ € W^K, namely: In light of (7.1.11), (7.1.10) can be written as: If we reverse the order of integration in each summand in (7.1.12), and then make the change of variable H' = rif, we obtain: (7.1.13) |WW| Σ e(τ) ί ί (-l) is a constant multiple of T g . The proof of Theorem 7.1.2 is now complete. D Remark 7.1.14. Proposition 7.1.1 can be shown to hold for each K c nilpotent orbit Ό in N\£ c \ in the case g = su(p, q) because the analogue of Proposition 7.1.2 can be established. Since the argument is essentially the same as that for Theorem 6.1.2, we will only sketch it.
Suppose for the moment that g is arbitrary, O is an arbitrary Kc nilpotent orbit in Λί\p^\ and that there is a θ stable parabolic subalgebra q = l®u (Levi decomposition) such that O = K c (w* Π p^) (where u* C <j£ and u* corresponds to u as in Section 5.3). Then as in Prop. 5.3.14, if Y = Kc x QΠKC (M* Πp*), we have a proper morphism Y -> O. By the analogue of (5.3.14), Ny and 6i\% have the same leading terms, where b = [K^ -QΓ\KQ] , This allows us to conclude that M^ is a constant multiple of My. For the purposes of calculating My, ray (μ) can be "approximated" by an expression like (5.3.12) (just as for X in (5.3.3), rriχ is approximated by (5.3.12)). Noting the similarity between (5.3.12) and (6.1.13), we conclude as in section 6 that (i4 + ) f (A%) is a multiple of T £ . (T £ is defined as in (7.1.3).) Now assume that £ = su (p,q) . For each nilpotent K c orbit Ό in λί\p^]j there is a θ stable parabolic q such that O = Kc (u* Πg^). Barbasch and Vogan give a formula for βςi (Theorem 4.2 of [BV4] ) where Ω is the inverse Cayley transform of O. This formula is similar to (6.1.6). That is, if D = Ό L = ΠαeΔ+(/,ί ) D α , then β Ω = the limit of D applied to a regular elliptic orbital integral, as the elliptic parameter approaches zero while remaining in a fixed Weyl chamber. We then compute J*(/?Ω) by using the results of [DHV] for the pushforward of the regular elliptic orbit.
These computation lead to an expression for (J4 + )*(J*(/3 Ω )) as a sum over where D is some homogeneous constant coefficient differential operator on t*, and Y is some convolution of Heaviside functions of real valued weights on it, and the a w are constants. Because of Props. 5.3.3, 5.3.4, and Corollary 5.3.10 it is clear that ultimately (Λ + ) < (M^) can be computed in terms of partition functions which must lead, as the computations in Theorem 6.1.2 reveal, to a sum of expressions like (8.1.2). On the other hand, by unpublished results of Harish Chandra, fa must be computable as a limit of some constant coefficient differential operator applied to Jfy, Harish Chandra's invariant integral. By applying the results of Sengupta, as in Theorem 6.1.2, we see that (A+y(J*(fa)) must be expressible as a sum of terms like (8.1.2).
So we see that there is a good reason to believe in the validity of Conjecture 8.1.1, although clearly the observations above and the methods of this paper do not suffice to establish it in general.
